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ABSTRACT 
A class of nonlinear Boltzmann-like equations are interpreted from a probabilistic 
point of view. The model eads to an exponential formula for the solution, which, in 
the special cases considered, can be made explicit by algebraic and combinatorial con- 
siderations involving derivations of an associated algebra nd exponentials of these 
and a (commutative but possibly nonassociative) multipliaction (convolution) on a 
dual of this algebra. Kac's idea of "propagation of chaos" plays a central role in all 
this. 
1. SIMPLEST MODEL OF A MAXWELLIAN GAS 
Consider the class Q of sample paths t -+ x(t )  ---- q- 1 and suppose 
that to each distr ibution 0 <f=f (e )  (e ~- 4- 1) with f ( - -  1) +f (+ 1) ~ 1 
is attached a non-negative mass distr ibution Pf(B) of total  mass -t- 1 de- 
fined on Q, subject to the fol lowing rules: 
(a) Pflx(O) = e] =f(e)  (e ~ 4- 1). 
(b) Py[x(t2) = e21x(s): s ~ tl] = Pu[x(t) = e21x(0) = ell in which 
t = t2 -- q ,  e l=x( t l ) ,  and u ~ u(q ,  e)=Py[x(q)=e] .  
(a) explains itself. (b) states that the mot ion begins afresh at each t ime 
tl ~ O. (a) and (b) combined show that the map e(h B) : f~ u is mul- 
t ipl icative: 
* This work was completed at MIT, Cambridge, Mass., with the partial support of 
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e(t2B)[f] = Pf[x(t2) ~- e] = Pu[x(t2 -- ta) ~ e] = e[(t~ -- ta)B]e(tlB)[f], 
as the notation suggests, and it follows that u is the (formal) solution of 
Ou/Ot = B[u] with u(O+) =f  and 
B = lim t - i [e(tB) -- 1]. 
t4.0 
Define P I (B)= Pe(B) i f f  is the unit mass at e(e = -E 1). Py(B) is 
additive in f if 
(c) Py(B)=f ( - -  1)P_ I (B)q - f (+ 1)P+I(B), 
or, and this is the same, if 
(d) e~[x(t) = e2lx(0) = ea] = ee1[x(t) = e2]. 
Under this condition, B is also additive, and e(tB) can be expressed as 
the usual power sum Y,(tB)" /n !. This is the case of the classical 2-state 
Markov chain. But if condition (c) is dropped, B can be non-additive, 
the definition of e(tB) by the exponential sum is incorrect, and a substitute 
formula 
e( tB) [ f ]  = exp(tD)*[f ~] 
takes its place, as will now be explained in the case of the motion of 
a tagged molecule in a 2-state Maxwel l ian gas.  
Consider the distribution Pf(B) induced on path space by the following 
construction. Given independent exponential holding times q, t2, etc. 
with common law e -t, define x( t )= eo for 0 < t < fi and having 
specified x up to time T = t I dr- . . ,  dr-tn (n ~ 1), let 
x(t) ~- x (T  --)  el . . .  en<T) (T ~ t < T + tn+0, 
in which el, e2, etc. and n are independent of each other, of tl, t2, 
etc., and of x(t): t < T, the e's are distributed by f, and n is a standard 
branching process defined by the rules (e) n (0 )= 1, (f) Pf [n ( t )= n] 
= e-t(1 -- e-t) n-l, and (g) conditional on lt(s): s < tl, l~(t2) is identical 
in law to the sum of nl = r~(fi) independent copies of n(t2 - -  tx). 
(a) and (b) can easily be verified for this model, and it is found that 
Ou/Ot ~-B[u] can be expressed as a Boltzmann-like problem:! 
1 u(e) is short for u(t, e). 
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OU t* 
@1) = J [u(el*)u(e2*) -- u(ei)u(e2)]dff2do Ot 
= u( -  1) z + u(+ 1) 2 - u (+ 1) 
= 2u(- -  1 )u(+ l)  -- u ( - -  1) 
(el - -  1) 
(e I = -- 1), 
suggesting the name 2-state Maxwel l ian gas. The asterisk (*) stands for 
the collision : 
e I el* ele 2 el 
--+ = either or 
e 2 e2* e 2 ele2 
f de2 means sum over e2 = ~ l, and f do means sum over the 2 possible 
outcomes of a collision. 
Define C~(0 ~ n < c~) to be the class of  functions 9: Z n -~ R 1 from 
the n-fold product  Z n of  Z :  :~ 1 to the line R 1, C o being the constant 
functions, and let C ~ ---- C o + C 1 + C 2 + etc. stand for nicely conver- 
gent sums of tame functions on Z ~. Bring in also the class D ~ (1 < n < c~ 
of  symmetrical  non-negative mass distr ibutions on Z ~ of  total mass + I, 
view C ~ as part  of  the dual  of  D ~ so that, for instance, 9(el)  is identified 
with ~(el~), and endow C ~ with the outer product 
991 @ ~02 = q~l(el , ..., en)Cfz(en+~ , ..., en+~) (91 ~ Cn, cf2 ~ C'O. 
An exponential  formula for the solution of Ou/Ot = B[u] [u(0+)  • f ]  
is now obtained as follows. Define D:  C 1 -~ C 2 according to the rule 
D[~0] = q~(ele2) --  q)(el) and extend it to C ~ so as to make the extended 
mapping a derivat ion: 
D[~ @ ~2] = D[q~] @ ~o~ + ~ @ D[q@ 
A simple computat ion justifies the rule: 
f z Onu f de = fz~+~ u@ . . .  @u D"[9)] deo . . .  de. 
for functions q~ belonging to C a, and evaluating this at t = 0 and taking a 
(formal) exponential  sum leads to the formula:  
t- fz~+~ f@ ." @fD~M = f exp(tD)E 1, 
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f~ is the infinite outer product o f f=  u(0+)  with itself and the expo- 
nential exp(tD):C 1---~C ~ is defined by the (formal) power sum. 
u = e(tB)[ f ]  can now be expressed by the exponential formula 
u = e(tB) [f]  = exp(tD)*[f ~
using the dual map exp(tD)*: D ~~ ~ D 1. exp(tD) can be computed ex- 
plicity: in fact the power sum Y~(tD)n/nl can be resummed so that each 
summand is positive and has a nice probabilistic meaning, and this for- 
tunate circumstance permits us to describe the underlying motion in a 
very suggestive way as a tagged molecule in an infinite bath of  like mole- 
cules. 
A complete discussion of the 2-state Maxwellian gas occupies Sections 
2-10 below: first, the solution of Boltzmann's problem is explained in 
terms of Wild's sum (Section 2), the exponential formula indicated above 
(Sections 3, 4) and the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula (Section 5). 
The actual gas of an infinite number of molecules is discussed next 
(Sections 6-8), and the sample path of a tagged molecule is described 
(Section 9). A model with triple collisions is indicated in Section 10, and 
then in 11-17 the method is applied to 3 more complicated models: 
Kac's caricature of a Maxwellian gas (Sections 11-14), a 3-dimensional 
Maxwellian gas with cut-off (Section 15), and a caricature of Burgers' 
problem (Section 17). As I hope, the general 2-state chain, 2 Carleman's 
2-state gas [1, p. 104], the gas of hard balls (Section 16), the actual 
Burgers problem, collisions with streaming, and many other such mod- 
els and problems can be discussed using similar methods, but this is 
still in the future. 
2. WILD'S SUM 
Boltzmann's problem for the 2-state Maxwellian gas is to find the 
solution 0 < u(t, e) (t > 0, e = • 1) of 
Ou [, 
(el) = J [u(el*)u(e2*) -- u(el)u(e2)lde2do B[u] 
0---)- 
= u(-- 1) 2 + u(+ 1) 2 -- u (+ 1) (e~ = + 1) 
= 2u(-- 1)u(+ 1) -- u(-- 1) (e~ = -- 1) 
D. P. Johnson, in his MIT thesis (1966), has discussed the 2-state chain in case 
p ~ u( t ,  -}- 1) satisfies Op/Ot = B(p) with B real analytic on 0 ~ p < 1. 
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with u(t, --1) q- u(t, +l)  = 1 and u(0§  =f  As the reader can easily 
verify, 
1 e 
u = -~ + ~e- tA[1  - (1 -- e-t)A] -~ [d =f (+ 1) - f ( - -  1)]. 
Wild's sum for the solution of Boltzmann's problem for a 3-dimensio- 
nal Maxwellian gas with cut-off [5] can be adapted to the present (much 
simpler) case to obtain a second expression for the solution: 
oo 
U = Y ,  e - t (1  - -e - t )n - l f  n. 
n=l  
fn stands for the n-fold product o f f  with itself using the multiplication 
(convolution): 
A oA(e) = fel,~=e fl(el)A(e2) 
=f , ( - -  1)f2(-- 1) q -A(+ 1)f2(+ 1) (e : + 1) 
=f l ( - -  1 )A(+ 1) q -A(+ 1)A(-- 1) (e = -- 1). 
This convolution is commutative and associative, fxof2 is the distribution 
of the product ele2 for independent ex(e2) distributed according to f~(f2). 
Because fn= 1/2+eAn/2  with A =f (+ 1) - - f ( -1 )  as before, 
Wild's sum can be evaluated as 
[2  z e ] 1 e U : __ e-t(1 - -  e - t )  n -1  -~- ~-Z1 n = e- td[1- - (1- -e- t ) ,d]  -1, 
n=l "2- -Jr- 2 -  
in agreement with the original expression for u. 
A second (more suggestive) proof of Wild's formula is to express 
Boltzmann's problem as u" ----- uou -- u and to compute u" -t- v -- roy 
for Wild's sum u = Y~ e- t (1 -  e-t)n- l fn:  
oo 
P" -I- P - -  YOU ~- - -  Y q-  Z e - t (  n - -  1) (1 - -  e- t )  n -2  e - t  f n 
n=2 
-~- P -- ~ E e-Zt(1 - -  e - t )n+m-2f  n+ra 
p=2 n+m=p 
~0.  
Because j'u = Y,e-t(1 -- e-t) n-1 ~- 1, Wild's sum is a solution; in fact 
it is the only one, for 
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f 
t 
u = e-t f+  e -(t-s) uou, 
o 
so that 
u ~ e- t f=~ ul ,  
u ~ e - t f  + e-(t-S~uloul = e - t f  + e-t(1 -- e- t ) fo f  ~ u~, etc. 
o 
i.e., u is not smaller than Wild's sum and, since J~ u ~ 1, u and Wild's sum 
coincide. 
3. AN EXPONENTIAL FORMULA 
Boltzmann's problem can also be solved using the algebraic method 
indicated in Section 1, as will now be explained, beginning from scratch. 
Define C~(0 < n < co) and D ~~ as before, regard C ~ as part of  the 
dual of D ~176 so that ~1 and (P2 are identified if J ' fqq --  j'f~0 2 for each 
f6  D% and endow C ~~ with the outer product. This is permissible 
because the outer product is stable under the proposed identifications 
in C ~ . 
Define D: C 1 --+ C 2 according to the rule D[q~] ---- cf(eie2) - -  q~(ea)  and, 
as before, extend it as a derivation to the whole of  C ~ so that 
D: 9 ~ Cn-l'-~ ~] [~(et .... , e~en . . . . .  en-1) -- q)(el .. . . .  e,-l)] ~ C~(n >_ 1). 
i<n 
B[J] is the same as the dual map D*: D2-~ D 1 applied to f@f6  DZ: 
f z* B[ f ]~ dea = f [f(el*) f(e2*) -- f (eO f(e2)l de2 do q> de~ 
= fz* [f(eie2)f(e,,) - f (e l ) f (e=) ]  ~(ei)delde2 
= fz=f(el)f(e2)[~(e~e2) - ~(el)]deide2 
= fz ,  f@fD[q~]  de~de~. 
A simple induction shows that, for the solution u of  Boltzmann's problem, 
a.lat, j "  = |  | u Dn[ 1 deo . . .  de., 
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SO it is to be hoped that 
f z l  ucp = f z f ~176 exp( tD) [9]  
with the exponential  defined by the power sum ~(tD)n /n!  andf  ~ standing 
for the infinite outer product  of  f with itself, i.e., 
u = e( tB) [ f ]  = exp(tD)*[ f~] ,  
but this is still formal,  
4. JUSTIFICATION OF u = exp( tD)* [ f  ~] 
Because 
[I Dn[9]]l~o ~ 2n IID"-i[9]ll~o _< 2nnl  11911~ 
for functions 9 of  a single coordinate, the formal sum 
exp(tD) = ]~(tD)n/n! 
appl ied to C 1 converges for t < 1/2. Compute the sum as follows. 
Differentiate 
Q ~ exp(t D)[9] = ~ Cn(t) 9 (el " "  en) 
n~l  
with regard to t < 1/2: 
co 
Q. = y,  C'n9(e x . . ,  en) = D Q = ~ cnn[9(el . . .  en+a)- -9(e l  . . . .  en)], 
n=l  n=l  
select e , ,  e=, etc. so that el 9 9 9 en = + 1 for a single n > 1 and e I 9 9 9 e n 
= --  1 otherwise, and match the coefficients of 9 (+ 1): 
Co ~ O, cn" = (n --  1)cn_, - -  ncn(n >_ 1), c , (0+)  ----- 1, cn(O+ ) = 0(n>2) .  
Now solve for the coefficients: 
c n = e - tO  - -  e-t)n-1 
and find 
(n> 1), 
exp(tD) [9]= ~ e- tO --  e-t)  n-1 9(e l  "'" en) 
n=l  
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for t < 1/2. Because this sum is convergent for all t > 0, it is permissible 
to take it as the definition of the exponential. But then 
oo 
fzoo f~exp(tD)[~] = ~ e-t(1 -- e-t) n-1 f z f |  ... @f qp(e l . "  e~) 
n=l  
co 
fZ1 n~_l e-t( l  -- e-t)n- l fn ~,3 
i.e., 
03 
exp(tD)*[ff  ~ = 2] e- tO-  e - t )n - l f  ~, 
n=l  
and this is just Wild's sum. 
5. A SECOND COMPUTATION OF exp(tD) 
exp(tD) can also be computed by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff 
formula, which expresses the exponent C of  e c = e A e ~ in the free Lie 
algebra over A and B. E. B. Dynkin [2] has put this recipe into a parti- 
cularly convenient form as follows. Define a map 0: D1 . . -Dn- -~ 
--~ (D1 "'" Dn) ~ of monomials, f rom the universal enveloping algebra 
over A and B into the free Lie algebra, according to the rule: 
(DI . - .  Dn) ~ Ol(n---- 1) 
1 
-- [ ' "  [[D1, D2], D3] . . . .  , D~] (n > 2). 
n 
Dynkin proves that this mapping extends to a homomorphism of  the 
enveloping algebra onto the free Lie algebra, acting as the identity on 
on the free Lie algebra itself, 4 and expresses C in terms of it as 
C = ~ (__)n-~ ~ (A~Bq~ . . .  Ar~Bq~)o 
n=l n p~+q~>o Pl!ql! "'" P,~!q,~! 
i <<-n 
C is easily computed from this in the special case[A, B] = tA: with the 
notation q = ql + "'" + qn, the non-trivial monomials are 
s fn is the n-fold convolution of f with itself. 
4 [A, B] ~ = (AB) ~ -- (BA) ~ = 89 [A, B] -- 89 [B, A] = [A, B], for instance. 
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(APlBql. . .  APnBq,)0 
tqA 
q+ 1 [n 1, p l  1, qa~0]  
: B [n : 1, Pl : 0 ,  q l  : 1] 
tqA 
: + ~] -  [n ~ 2, Pl = 1, q l~0,  pz : 0, q2~ 1, P3 - -0 ,  
q3 ~ 1, ..., p~ : O, qn ~ 1] 
tqA 
q + l [n ~ 2, p l  O, ql 1, p2 1, q2 ~ O, P3 O, 
q3~ 1 . . . . .  Pn=O,  qn~ 1], 
and so 
tq 
C=Y-  
q>_o (q + 1) ! 
co (__ )~- -1  ft sql+"'+qn 
A+B+ Y~ Y~ t -1 . . . .  dsA  
n=2 n ql>_o o qi! "'" qn! 
q2-->l 
q3_>1 
etc. 
- -  A + B + t -~ ds ~ ( - ) " -1  o .=2 - - ~ -  e~(es  - -  1 - -  s )  (e  ~ - -  1F  -2  A 
A+B- - t  -1 e~(e ~-  l)-2(e ~-  l - - s )  ~dsA 
0 
- - - +  (e" dsA+B 
e t -  1 
t 
e t -  1 
t 
__ t_l (teS [ -- 2 s 
ao e ~ -- 1 
t 
- -  - - A + B .  
1- -e  t 
Consider next the direct sum C '= C~ C10 C 2 @ etc. with no 
identifications over Dco, regard C n as 0 @ 9 9 9 9 0 @ C ~ O 0 @ etc., 
and define the map I = 0 @ 1 @ 2 @ 3 9 etc. acting as mult ipl icat ion by 
n on the summand Cn(n ~ 0) and a new map D, acting as J -- I, with 
J :  q~ ~ C n-1 --~ ~] ~(e l ,  ..., eien . . . . .  en_a) ~ C n (n ~ 1). 
i<n 
Define A : (1 - -e - t ) J  and B : - - t I  and compute the commutator  
[A, B]. Because J :  C n --+ C n+l while I is mult ipl icat ion by n on C ~, 
[A ,B]= --  t(1 - -e  - t ) ( J I -  I J )=  -- t(1 - -e  - t ) (n J -  (n+ 1)J) 
t (1  - -  e-t) J  = tA 
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on C '~ and so on the whole of  C', and it follows from the special case of 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula derived above that 
exp[(1 -- e-t)J] exp(-- tI) = exp(A) exp(B) exp(C) ~ exp[t(J -- I)] 
= exp(tD). 
But I = 1 on C 1, so that on this class, 
co 
exp(tD) = e -t  exp[(1 -- e-t)] J = ~] e-t(1 -- e t)n-1 
and since 
Zn-1 
(n - 1)! : q~ ~ Cl ~q~(e l  " ' '  en)~ C ~, 
jn - i  
(n - 1)! ' 
the homomorphism of  C" into C ~ implemented by mapping the direct 
sum O into ordinary addition -k sends the above Campbell-Baker- 
Hausdorff  ormula for exp(tD) into the formula 
exp(tD) [9~] ---- ~ e- tO -- e t)n-i ~(el - . .  e~,) 
of  4 for the exponential of D acting on C a ~ C ~176 
6. A GAS OF LIKE MOLECULES 
Kac's model of  a Maxwellian gas of  n molecules [4] can be adapted to 
the'present case as follows. Consider a gas of  n < c~z like molecules with 
phase e = (el,  ..., en) ~ Z n and let them collide in pairs according to 
the rules: 
(a) wait for an exponential holding time with mean (n -  1) -1, 
(b) select a pair (i j )  of molecules according to the uniform distri- 
bution (n )  -1 
2 ' 
(c) let them collide according to the scattering rule: 
e ~ e* = (el ..... ei* .... , ej*, ..., en) 
ei* ~_ eie~ with probabil ity 1/2 ~- ei with probabil ity 1/2, 
e~* e~ eie 5 
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and continue by independent repetitions of steps (a), (b), (c), defining a 
Markovchainon Z ~. 
Given the (joint) distribution f of the molecules at time t = 0, the 
distribution u = u(t, e) at a later time t > 0 is the solution of Ou/Ot 
= G[u] with u(0+)  =f  and 
2 g 
G Ell = j tf(e j)- y(e)ldo. 
do stands for the expectation over the scattering of step (c). G is 
bounded [ II G 112 <2(n-  1)], symmetrical [G*= G], and negative 
[ ~fGf<~ 0], and u can be expressed as exp(tG)[f] with the exponential 
defined as ~(tG)n/n! .  Because [G, ~] = 0 for each permutation ~ of the 
coordinates, u is a symmetrical function of e [u ~ D n] i f f~  D n, i.e., the 
molecules are indistinguishable at time t > 0 i f  this is so at time t = O. 
Kac's beautiful discovery about such models [4] is that if u (0§  
= fn  ~ D n is the n-fold outer product f@ . . .  @ f o f f  ~ D 1 with itself, 
i.e., i f  the molecules are independent at time t -= O, then this independence 
will propagate for  n~oo, and in fact  exp(tG)[f ~] will tend as n~oo to the 
infinite outer product u ~ of  the solution u = exp(tD)* [f~] of theBoltzmann 
problem Ou/Ot = B[u] with u(O+) =f ;  this is the so-called propagation 
of  chaos, exp(tG) [f~] cannot be an outer product for n < 0% so it is 
only for an infinite number of molecules that propagation of chaos takes 
place. 
7. PROPAGATION OF CHAOS 
Kac's actual statement is that 
lim f exp(tG)[f~]qo = f u~q) 
n~r zn ZC~ 
for each tame function ~0 e C ~. Kac's proof hinges on the fact that G 
tends to D as n~'eo and on the fact that D is a derivation of C ~. 
Given a function q0 ~ C m c C n depending upon the first m _< n coor- 
dinates of e ~ Z n. 
2 ~ f [~0(ei*) -- q)(e)]do g[~o] -  n i<j_<m 
1 
+ - -  Z [q)(ea ..... e ie i , . . .  , era) -- ~0(e)], 
n i<~ra<j 
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and since, for i < m < j, 9(el ..... e~e;, ..., era) is identified with 
cp(el, ..., eiem+l, ..., era) in C ~176 it develops that, on C m, G = D plus an 
error bounded by a constant multiple of  1In [~  n-l(2m + 4('~))]. 
But also II G~ IL and IID~ Iloo computed on C m are both < 2Pm(rn + 1) 
9 . . (m +p -- 1), so for t < 1/2 and n~ov, 
f zeXp(t G)[fn]90 = f z f '~ exp(tG)[q] 
co tp  
t ~ 
: ~z f  ++ exp(tD)[~], 
proving the existence of u ~~ = lim exp(tG)[p] ~ D ~176 over tame functions 
for t < 1/2. Because D is a derivation of C ~176 it follows from Leibnitz's 
rule: 
q=O 
that for t < 1/2 and tame ~o 1 and ~v 2 , 
zoo u~176 91 (~) ~% : N ~ f~D' [% @ 1~=1 
p=O 
," ( )  : f i -  " G o,t =l 
~=0 q=0 q 
= N ~.  f~D~[q~l] Y~ -~.  f~  Dq[%] 
p=O q=O 
: f f~  exp(tD)[q01] ffoo exp(tD)[q02] 
=fuoo lfuoo =, 
proving that u ~ is the infinite outer product of  a distribution u ~ D 1, 
as the notation suggests, and it remains to prove that u is the solution of  
Boltzmann's problem with u (0+)=f  But this is immediate from 
f u~O 9 = ffoo exp(tD)[q~] upon putting m = 1. 
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8. TAGGED MOLECULE IN A BATH OF LIKE MOLECULES 
Kac's model provides us with a probabilistic explanation of the solu- 
tion of  Boltzmann's problem. Regard n as infinite and let us follow the 
motion x(t):  t > 0 of  a single tagged molecule [molecule no. 1] in the 
(chaotic) bath of  the other n - -  1 = o0 like molecules: if P I , (B )  stands 
for the distribution on path space for the n-molecules gas with initial 
chaotic distribution fn ,  then the distribution of  the tagged molecule is 
Q~[x(tO = el . . . . .  x ( t ,O  = era] = lim Pf , [x (q )  = el . . . . .  x ( t ,~)=em] 
n ~oo 
O ~ tx < ' "  < t,~ , el , ..., em ~ Z 1, m ~ I. 
Q f  is computed as follows: if each of ~a, ..., q% is the indicator of  
e~ = -- 1 or e~ = + 1 and if Es, is the expectation based upon Pf , ,  then 
for 0 < q ..... tm, 
E1,[q~iox(q) q~2ox(q + t~) . . .  %~ox(t l  + . . .  + t,,)] 
= f z f  n exp(qG)qh exp(t2G)(p2 . - -  exp(tmG)~pm 
tends to 
f zoof  ~~ exp(tlD)qh exp(t2D)q~2 . . .  exp(tmD)q0 m 
as n~c% as can be proved exactly as in Section 7 [m = 1], and it follows 
from the exponential formula 
co 
exp(t D) [(p] = ~,, e- tO  --  e-t )  n-1 q~(el . . .  en) 
n=l 
of Section 4 that the motion of  molecule no. 1 is identical in law to 
the motion described in Section 1; esp., the number of  indirect colli- 
sions suffered by molecule no. 1 up to time t is identical in law to the 
standard branching process n with double splitting and independent 
exponential holding times between ramifications (common law e-t), 
so that 
Qs[~ of indirect collisions before time t = n] 
= e- tO  --  e-t)  n-a (n ~ 1). 
A more pictorial description of  the motion of  the tagged molecule will 
be presented in the next section. 
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FIGURE 1 
9. BACKWARD AND FORWARD DESCRIPTIONS 
A simple presciption for the distribution of molecule no. 1 at time 
t~ ~ 0 is obtained from Figure 1 by assigning to the n = 4 branches 
cutting the level q independent e~, e2, e3, e4 with common distribution 
f, making them collide in pairs according to the ramifications and the 
rule: el --~ e~e2 as in Figure 2, and identifying x(t) as exeaeae4. The same 
e2 
picture with the dotted extension down to the level q + t2 can be used 
l e~ eze3e 4 
tl 
e l  e4  
l el," ~ez e3~, ~'~,t 4 \, 
t ,=: ' '.=, 
/ | I I ~, 
L I I ~. 
/ t I i 
0- - -0  . . . .  0 -0  . . . .  O -  - - -~0-  - 
n=4 
n=6 
FIGURE 2 
to depict the joint distribution of x(t2) and x(tl + t2) if new independent 
el ,  e2, e3, e4, e5, e6 are assigned to the branches cutting the second 
level and collided in pairs as before, x(t~) being identified as ele2 and 
x(q + t2) as e~e~e3e4ese6 . But this picture is backwards: new independent 
e~, e2, etc. have to be introduced each time a new level is added. 
A forward description that does not have this fault is depicted in 
Figure 3: el is distributed according to f,  q ,  t2, etc. are independent expo- 
nential holding times with common distribution e -t, Dn(n ~ 1) is an 
independent copy of the general Figure 2 that develops in time tl + 9 9 9 
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+ tn, and en+ 1 is the product attached to its summit, x(t)  is identified as 
el . . .  en for tl + . . . .  Jr t~_l ~< t < tl + . . .  + tn(n >~ 1, to ~ 0), esp., 
the number n -- 1 of direct collisions that molecule no. 1 suffers up to 
time t > 0 is Poisson distributed: 
Q1[n - 1 = m] -~ t'~e-t/ml (m >> O) 
in contrast o the geometrical distribution [e-t(1 -- e-t)n-a(n > 1)] of the 
number of  indirect collisions. The simplicity of  the forward description 
tM 
e2 
FIGURE 3 
/ 
el e2e3 
e3 
\ 
Da 
can be attributed to the fact that, in an infinite bath of  like molecules, 
a molecule that collides with a tagged molecule flies off and is not seen 
again. 
10. MULTIPLE COLLISIONS 
Simple models with multiple collisions can be treated by the same 
method: for instance, the triple collision: 
e I e l *  ele2e a el el 
e 2 -+e2*  ~ e 2 or  ele2e 3 or  e 2 
e 3 e8 $ e 3 e8 ele2e3 
with the same weight (+1)  attached to each outcome, leads to the 
Boltzmann problem: 
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OU g. 
(el) = J [u(el*)u(e2*)u(ez*) -- u(el)u(e2)u(e3)]defleflo ~ B[u], 
0~ 
the (triple) convolution: 
J~of2ofz (e) = fele~e3=e fl(el)J~(e2)f3(es)' 
the derivation: 
D:  qJ(el) --+ q0(eae2e3) -- ~(el), 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula on C' :  
exp(tD) = exp[-- (1 -- e-U)J/2] exp(--  tI), 
the exponential map on Co~ 
exp(t D): q) ~ C 1 ~ ~ -- 1/2 e-t(1 -- e-U) ~ cp(el . . .  e2~+1), 
n=o n 
and the dual exponential (Wild's sum) for the solution of  Boltzmann's 
problem: 
u= exp(tD)* [ f~]  =n=0 ~ ( -- nl/2 ) e-t(1 --e-2t)nf2n+l' 
f2n+l being the (2n + 1)-fold convolution o f f  with itself. A 4-fold collision 
leads to a map J ~ D + I :  C n --~ C~+8(n > 0), so that the commutator 
of  A = 3-~(1 -- e-3t)J and B = -- t I  is 3tA, and the Campbell-Baker- 
Hausdorff  ormula of  Section 5 implies that on C', 
exp(tD) = exp[(1 -- e u)J/3] exp(--  tI), 
and so on. 
11. KAC'S CARICATURE OF MAXWELLIAN GAS 
Kac's caricature of  a Maxwellian gas [4] is a 1-dimensional model of 
the actual 3-dimensional Maxwellian gas. A new complication comes in: 
the analog of  the convolutionflof2 of  2 is commutative but non-associative. 
Boltzmann's problem for Kac's caricature is to find the solution 
O ~u( t ,e )  (t > O, e~ R 1) of 
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Ouo~ (a) f Rl• [u(a*)u(b*) -- u(a)u(b)]dbdo ~ B[u] 
with J'Rlu = 1 and u(0§  =f .  * stands for the collision: 
a a* = a cos 0 -- b sin0 
b b*=as in0  +bcos0  
(0 < 0 < 2:r) 
preserving the energy (a2+ b2= a*2+ b .2) but not the momentum 
(a + b). f do is the arithmetic average over the circle $1:0  < 0 < 2z~. 
Consider the convolution: 
Loft(a) = f Rl• fl(a*)f~(b*)dbdo 
on the class D 1 of  functions 0 <f=f (e )  (e ~ R 1) with J ' f=  1. Because *
is just a 2-dimensional rotation, the Jacobian Oa*b*/O ab = + 1, and so 
f ~ilOf2 = f t~2XS 1f](a*)f2(b*)dadbdo : ft~2XS 1 fl(a)f2(b)dadbdo l, 
i.e., o is an application of  D 1 • D 1 into D 1, the convolution being the 
density function of  el cos 0 + e2 sin 0 for independent el(e2) distributed 
according to f~(f2) and an independent uniformly distributed angle 
0 ~ 0 < 2~. Because the substitutions ~v --~ -- 0 -k :~/2 and b ~ -- b 
interchange the factors in the defining integral, the convolution is com- 
mutative, but it is not associative, as can be seen by comparing 
and 
2A f e4(fof)o(fof ) = 9 fe4fq_ t6 
159 291 
f e4fo(fo(fof)) = ~ f e'f + 256 
in case J" eft" = 1 and c~ > j" e4f :/: 3. 
Wild's sum takes the form 
oo 
u = E e-t(1 -- e-t) ~-1 • I P [ p [ f ] .  
n=l p/n 
pin means that p is a partition of  n such as in Figure 4, in which n is split 
into 2 pieces nl @ n2 = n and each piece is split in turn until n is ex- 
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n=6 
I I 
FIGURE 4 
pressed as n = 1 + . . .  + 1. [p I is the weight o fp /n  defined according 
to the rule: 
lp l  = l (n= 1), l P [ - - IP~I  IP2] (n> 2), 
n - -1  
I Pl I ( I P2 I ) being the weight of the induced partition pl/nl (pz/n2) of n 1 
(n2); the self-explanatory notation p = PlP2 is used below, p[f] is an n-fold 
convolution o f f  with itself defined according to the rule: 
p [ f ]  =f  (n = 1), p [ f ]  • pl[f]op2[f] (n > 2), 
Pl(P2) being the nl(n2)-fold convolution attached to Pl(P2). Wild's sum 
is the solution of Boltzmann's problem for u(0+)  = f ;  the proof can be 
patterned on Section 2, with combinatorial complications. Section 12 
contains a Lie-algebraic proof and 13 a more elementary combinatorial 
proof. 
12. KAC'S CARICATURE: AN EXPONENTIAL FORMULA 
Section 3 is not much changed. Dn(1 < n < c~) and Cn(0 < n < c~) 
are as before except that the underlying space is the n-fold product R ~ 
of the line R 1 with itself. D is the derivation 
D [~] = E f [~(el . . . . .  ei COS 0 -]- e n sin 0 .... , en-1) -- cf(el .... , en_ l ) ]do  
i<n JS1  
mapping ~ 6 C n-1 into D~ 6 C n (n > 1), so that 
f . t  B[f]q~ = f.~f| 
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and the exponential formula 
u = e( tB) [ f ]  ~ exp(tD)*[/~] 
for the solution of Boltzmann's problem still holds, though the exponen- 
tial itself is more complicated than before, exp(tD) acting on C ~ can be 
expressed as 
oz~ 
exp(tD)[~] : E e-t( 1 -- e-t)  n-1 ~-~ ]P I p*[~o]. 
n=l ~/n 
p* is defined as follows: assign to the n nodes ofp /n  independent ex .... , en 
distributed according to fand  make them collide in pairs according to the 
ramifications of the partition and the rule: 
a 
--~ a cos 0 + b sin 0, 
b 
using at each ramification an independent uniformly distributed scatter- 
ing angle 0 < 0 < 2zt as in Figure 5. p*[~v] is the expectation over the 
n-3 A elcosO I 4- [e2cosO 2 
e I 0 / / /~2cos  O~ + 0 3 sin O z 
e 2 e3 
FIGURE 5 
scattering angles of the function 99 evaluated at the combination czel 
+ . . .  q- Cnen that this recipe assigns to the summit ofp /n ;  this combi- 
nation is distributed according to p[f ] .  
A simple proof of this formula can be based on the Lie-algebraic 
method of 5 with C" = C O @ C 1 @ C ~ @ etc., D: C n-1 ~ C n as above, 
I as before, and 
J=D+I :~0~C n-1 
-* Y, ~ ~v(el ..... e~ cos 0 + e,~ sin 0,..., en-1) do~ C n (n> 1). 
i<n JSI 
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exp(tD) = exp[(1 -- e-t)J] exp(-- tI) as before, and to complete the 
identification of the exponential, it is enough to check that 
jn-1 
(n - -  1)! : (PE C1---+ Z tP tP* [~~ Cn 
~o/n 
and then to apply the homomorphism of C" into C ~ implemented by 
mapping the direct sum 9 into ordinary addition +.  But this evaluation 
is plain for n = 1, and supposing that the formula holds for each 
m < n, it develops that 
Z I p f p*[q~] = 
p/n  
1 f nl+n2=n -- 1 ~IZ/-1 I Pl I I P~ f do Px* Q P2* 
p~/n~ [~(el cos 0 + e2 sinO)] 
l Jln1-1 J2 n~-I 
,O,i+,t-/2=/g n -- 1 (nl-- 1)t @ (nz" 1)! J[~] 
1 n-2 (n -- 2) 
-- (n -- 1)! k~_o k Jlk @ "ln'2-k-2 J[qo] 
1 
-- (n--  I)! ( J l@J2)  n-~J[~] 
jn-x 
- -  (n - -  1)! [(p]' 
with a self-explanatory notation. 
13. KAC'S CARICATURE: A SECOND COMPUTATION OF exp(tD) 
Another proof of the exponential formula can be based on the 
COMBINATORIAL LEMMA. Each partition of n + 1 appears n times with 
its proper weight in the list of weighted partitions p/n, with the partition 
of Figure 6 attached to each of the n nodes of p in turn, i.e., for each 
r I 
FIGURE 6 
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function f of partitions, 
n ]~ IP l f (P )= ~J JP[ Y, f(P), 
p/n+l ~o/n nodes  ^ 
with a self-explanatory notation. 
The proof is immediate for n ~ l, and, supposing the formula holds 
for m < n, it develops that 
ZIP  I ~ f(P) 
p/r nodes  A 
n l , [  1 
= N n N [q[ ~] [P] 2 f (Pq)+ N[P]  2 Iql Nf(pq)  
k=l - -  1 q/n-k ~/~ nodes  ^ p /k  q/n-k nodes  ^ ] 
= ~ Y, [qlk N ]P l f (Pq)+ N ]P i (n - -k )  Y~ [q l f (pq)  
k=l  n - -  ] q/n-k ~p/]~+l p/k q/n-k 
_ n Z rPq If(Pq) + (n -- k) IPq I/(Pq) 1 
n - -  1 k=l  [- q/n-lc ~o/k A 
io//c+1 q/n-lc+l 
_ _n (k - - l )  Y~ fpq l f (pq)+ Y~ (n - -k )  N [Pq[f(Pq) 
n l k=2 p/k ~=1 p/k 
q/n -k+l  q/n-k+l 
= n ~. lpl f (p),  
p/n+l 
completing the proof. 
Using the combinatorial lemma, it is easy to see that 
Q ~ ~ e-~( 1 - e-t) ~-1 Z I p I p*[~0] 
~I  p/n 
is a solution of Q" = DQ for functions ~0 of a single coordinate; it is also 
a regular function of t in the region R: [ 1 -- e -t ] < 1, and since this 
includes the open disc [ t] < 1/2, Q can be identified with exp(tD)[q~] 
= Y~(tD)~/n![q~] for I t I < i/2 by means of its Taylor expansion about 
t~0.  
14. KAC'S CARICATURE; TAGGED MOLECULE IN A BATH 
OF LIKE MOLECULES 
Now the rest of the discussion of the 2-state Maxwellian gas can be 
applied to Kac's caricature with small technical modifications: the map 
G of Section 6 governing the n-molecule gas is the same except hat the 
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factor 1/n is used in place of 2In, the collision is changed, and the inte- 
gral now stands for the arithmetic average over the scattering angle. 
The propagation of chaos (Section 7): 
lira exp(tG)[f  n] = u ~~ 
n~,oo 
(u = e ( tB) [ f ]  = exp(tD)*[f~176 
is proved as before, and the motion x(t) :  t ~ 0 of a tagged molecule in a 
bath of like molecules is now described as follows, x(t )  is distributed 
according to the Boltzmann solution u with u(0+)  = f for each t ~ 0, 
and this distribution can be depicted as in Figure 2 using the collision 
e*= el cos 0 + e~ sin0 in place of the product e* :  ele2, with an 
independent scattering angle for each ramification as in Figure 7. Figure 
T n(O)=l 
[elcosO I +ezs inO I ] cosO 3-1- 
/~ cos8 z+ e4sin O z ] sin 0 3 
e,cosO~ +~ ~, e3cosO z + 
"zSf/ ~ / ~ 'nO2 n 4 
e I e z e a e 4 
FIGURE 7 
3 with the same modifications can be used for the forward description 
of the motion: as before, the joint distribution of ta, e l ,  t2, e2, e3, 
etc. is 
Qf[ea ~ dex , t ~ dt 1, ez ~ de2 , tz ~ dt2 , ea ~ de3 , etc.] 
= f (e~)de le - t ld t lu (q ,  e2)de2e-t2dt~U(tl § t2, ca)den etc., 
and the motion of molecule no. 1 can be described as 
x(t )  = el 
: el cos 01 + e2 sin 01 
: [el cos 01 -Fez sin 01] cos 08 + ea sin 02 
etc. 
(0 < t < tl) 
(q < t < tl + t~) 
( q-q- t2~ t < tl + t2-i- ta) 
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with independent scattering angles 01,02, etc. as in Figure 8. As before, 
the nmnber of direct collisions suffered by molecule no. 1 up to time 
t~ 0 is Poisson distributed [tne-t/nI (n> 0)], while the number of 
indirect collisions is geometrically distributed [e-tO -- e-t) ~-1 (n ~ 1)]. 
r ~ ~ t +  e2sin et] cos 0 z + e 3 sin 0 z 
in 8 z 3 
FIGURE 8 
15. 3-DIMENSIONAL MAXWELLIAN GAS WITH CUT-OFF 
Consider Boltzmann's problem for a 3-dimensional Maxwellian gas 
with cut-off [3, pp. 77-88]: 
au 
f [u(a*)u(b*) -- u(a)u(b)]dbdo ~ B[u], 
O~ (a) = R.• 
u(O Jr) = f ~ D 1. 
D 1 is the class of functions 0 ~f=f (e )  (e ~ R3) with fas f= 1. ab 
and a'b* are pairs of antipodal points on the spherical surface of dia- 
meter l b - -a ]  and center c = 89 b) (see Figure 9), so that the 
collision: 
a a*= (1 -- p )a+pb 
b b*= pa+ (1 -  p)b 
preserves momentum (a + b = a* + b*) and energy (a s + b 2 = a .2 
+ b*2). p is the projection on the apse direction e. do stands for the 
product of the speed [b -- a I, the differential scattering cross-section Q, 
and the element of spherical surface area sin 0 dO d% all expressed in 
terms of the scattering angle 0 < 0 < ~ (colatitude) and the longitude 
O~v<2n.  [b -a [Q is a function of O alone and J 'do<oo;  for 
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simplicity, it is supposed that f do = 1. Because Boltzmann's problem 
is unaffected by interchanging a* and b*[O ~ ~r -- 0], it is permissible 
to suppose that do is even about 0 = zr/2, and with this modification the 
FIGtnaE 9 
whole discussion of  Kac's caricature can be carried over. Removal of 
the cut-off [ f do = oo] means that a tagged molecule suffers an infinite 
number of collisions per unit time; in this case the above description 
is not suitable. 
16. A GAS OF HARD BALLS 
Boltzmann's problem for a gas of  hard balls is the same as for the Max- 
wellian gas of  Section 15 except hat now do = [ b -- a I cos ~ sin 0 dO d% 
being the apse angle 89 (~ -- O) between b -- a and e(see Figure 9) 
[3, pp. 77-88]. Because do is dependent upon ab ~ R ~ via [ b -- a [, the 
times between ramifications in the analog of  Figure 7 depend upon the 
speeds of  the molecules. It is an open problem to find the correct distri- 
bution of  these times. 
17. A CARICATURE OF BURGERS' PROBLEM 
As a final application of  the method, consider the following caricature 
of  Burgers' problem :5 
Ouo___tt (e) = -~1 [u(e -I- 1) -- 2u(e) + u(e -- 1)] 
_l[u(efl_ 1) 8 -u (e -  1) 2 ]----B[u] 
2 
t ~ O, e ~ Z 1 -~ the integers, u(O+) =f~ D ~. 
6 Burgers' problem is Ou/Ot = 89 Oau/Ox ~-- Ou2/Ox (t > 0, x ~ Ra). 
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D 1 is the class of functions 0 <f=f (e )  (e ~ Z 1) with ~f~ Y~zlf = 1. 
B[ f ]  can be expressed as the dual of  the mapping D: C 1 -+ C 2 defined by 
D[(p] := (p(e I ,-~ 1) -- q~(el) (el = e2) 
1 1 
- -  2 (p(el - -  1) ~- ~-  (F(el -~ 1) - -  (p(el) (e I ~ e2) 
acting on f @ f :  
f zlB[f]q J= fz~fQfD[~]" 
D is now extended as a derivation to C a, the exponential formula u = 
exp(tD)*[f  ~176 is proved as before, and in fact the whole discussion of 
Kac's caricature is carried over unchanged using the collision: 
e, el* = el 4- 1 el* = el -~ Jl 
(el = e~) (el 4- e~) 
e2 e2* = e2 4- 1 ez* = e~ + J2 
with independent j subject o the common distribution P[j = 4- 1] = 1/2. 
A tagged molecule in an infinite bath of  like molecules suffers a step 
+ 1( 4- 1) at each collision with a molecule of  like (unlike) phase; 
this could be described as a standard coin-tossing ame with a drift pro- 
portional to the concentration. Burgers' actual problem has a similar 
interpretation in terms of Brownian motion. 
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